**Super Cash Treatment:**

**Logline:** An ambitious young man must fulfill his destiny of becoming a super hero in order to save his father and his country from a villain focused wholly polluting the planet and draining the pockets of its citizens through massive taxation.

**Characters:**

**Billy Van Cash:** The son of William and Lisa Van Cash and a big dreamer. He recognizes the financial and environmental issues his fellow countrymen are suffering from at the hands of a wicked villain named Taxman. He makes a vow to grow up and become the super hero that he feels his country deserves.

**William Van Cash:** Billy's father and a loyal servant to his country. He has a long history of fighting for his country in top secret missions. He is Billy's biggest hero and the inspiration to become Super Cash. He is an avid inventor and believes he has complete the ultimate task in creating a device that will cut energy reliance and help clean up air pollution.

**Lisa Van Cash:** Billy's worrisome mother who loves her son almost to fault but has unwavering faith in her husband and her son's determination.

**John Boot:** A greedy president only concerned with siphoning as much tax money from his citizens as possible. His secret identity is Taxman.

**Doris Van Cash:** William's sister and total supporter of the Van Cash family name. She is the one who eventually takes Billy to the Intelligence Academy to begin his training.

**Taxman:** An evil man who strives to collect as many taxes as he can from everyone and believes he is ultimately above the law. He is constantly protected by a troop of elite soldiers. He runs the area known as the Gulf of Oilton where pollution abounds and black gold flows like rivers. He is after William's invention.

**Ricky Cactus:** He is the supreme boss. He even has authority over President Boot and will stop at nothing to get re-elected.

**Mayor Bob Cactus:** Ricky's uncle and contributor to President Boot's campaign.

**Joe Green:** An honest politician of the people who believes that William’s invention can truly save the planet if built on a large scale and set up around the world.

**Willy Eyeball:** the head professor at the Top Intelligence Academy and Billy’s future mentor for his training to become a super hero.

**Joy Brown:** Doris' assistant and the instant crush of Billy’s.

**Judge Bubba:** a corrupt judge who will let anyone off the hook for the right amount of cash.

The story of *Super Cash the Crime Buster* takes place in Arch City, a city in a not too distant future where the planet is wrecked with wide-scale pollution and out-of-control, big spending government. Billy Van Cash grows up looking at father like a national hero for all of his service to his country and secret
missions he's performed. William, Billy's father, has connections throughout the government, all the way up to President Boot and he uses those resources regularly. He has recently finished an invention that he calls the Tube Filter that has become highly sought after by those that serve good and a few on the evil side of the fence.

It is this exact invention that leads President Boot to send William on a super-secret mission to the pollution and crime-ridden area known as the Gulf of Oilton under the guise of arresting the perpetrators. Once he arrives, William is instantly caught in a vicious trap that he soon finds out what set by the evil Taxman. Taxman vows to leave William imprisoned for the rest of his life if he does not hand over the Tube Filter to him.

When the letter from the government explaining to the Van Cash family that William is dead, it causes Lisa to faint and fall seriously ill. Billy stands by her side all the way to the hospital and vows to her that he will help her get better and that he will find his father. It is at this time that Doris comes to Billy with the groundbreaking news that she will usher him to the Top Intelligence Academy post haste because that’s what his father would want and it is his time to fulfill his destiny.

At the academy, Billy trains under the wise and powerful Willy Eyeball. He has never worked so physically or mentally hard before in his life. Eventually, Professor Eyeball grants Billy his Super Cash outfit, his equipment and vehicles and tells him that he’s ready to go save the world by acting with integrity, humility and always helping humanity. Billy is overjoyed with his new persona.

Not long after Billy has assumed his new role, his aunt Doris greets him with a letter to Billy from his father. The letter goes into detail about William’s invention and how it can be implemented for use to save the world from pollution and energy consumption and also explains to Billy that he is now 90% owner in the company that controls the rights to the Tube Filter. The letter goes on to explain about how the Taxman and Ricky Cactus are going to do everything they can to take over the company from him and destroy the world’s economy.

Billy follows his father’s directions to find the Fast CashMobile and heads to Oiliton, to search out Taxman and Ricky Cactus. He is officially Super Cash and his time to shine is now. Halfway there, Super Cash gets in a heated fire-fight with a small army of Robotic Soldiers, but he soon discovers that his powers and new weapons make quick work of such an easy foe. The power he has within him is truly exhilarating.

Super Cash fights his way to the Oilton Prison to rescue his father and gets engaged in a massive battle with the armies of evil. He comes out victorious and eventually gets Taxman and Ricky into custody to the elation of the citizens of Arch City. His happiness is short-lived when he finds out about his father’s death. It is then that he vows to uphold the principals that his parents instilled in him and protect the citizens.

Little does Super Cash know that Taxman and Ricky already hatched a plan to bribe Judge Bubba for their freedom.